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Detecting network intrusion has been not only important but also difficult in the network security
research area. In Medical Sensor Network(MSN), network intrusion is critical because the data
delivered through network is directly related to patients’ lives. Traditional supervised learning
techniques are not appropriate to detect anomalous behaviors and new attacks because of temporal
changes in network intrusion patterns and characteristics in MSN. Therefore, unsupervised learning
techniques such as SOM (Self-Organizing Map) are more appropriate for anomaly detection. In this
paper, we propose a real-time intrusion detection system based on SOM that groups similar data and
visualize their clusters. Our system labels the map produced by SOM using correlations between
features. We experiments our system with KDD Cup 1999 data set because MSN data is not
available yet. Our system yields the reasonable misclassification rates and takes 0.5 seconds to
decide whether a behavior is normal or attack.
Keywords: Real time Intrusion Detection System, Countermeasures, Supervised Learning,
Unsupervised Learning, Correlations, Network Security, Medical Sensor Network

1. Introduction
Computer network security has become increasingly important since intrusion attacks can
easily cause huge damages. To protect networks, network intrusion detection systems are
used for detecting intrusions and anomalous behavior [1]. Any kind of network intrusion
should be monitored and detected for reliable communication.
Nowadays in our society, an increasing number of people have chronic medical
conditions. If these people’s health conditions could be monitored continuously and
remotely, medical professionals could react to life-threatening situations much more
quickly[17]. This is the reason that Medical Sensor Network(MSN) is an important issue
in network communication. Mobile telemedicine allows patients to do their daily
activities while they are monitored continuously anytime, anywhere[16]. Current
monitoring solutions, however, are both cumbersome and costly[17]. Existing sensor
network research has mainly focused on monitoring the physical environment. A human20
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centered sensor network has distinct features such as the sensitive nature of the data, the
mobility of sensors, and the proximity to potential attackers, leading to various security
challenges[17]. However, it is difficult to make an intrusion detection system since the
amount of monitoring data generated is extensive, thus incurring large processing
overheads. Also temporal changes in network intrusion patterns and characteristics often
render existing classification-based intrusion detection data mining techniques ineffective
[2][3][4][5][6].
Unsupervised learning techniques are more appropriate for anomalous behaviors and
new attacks in a dynamic intrusion detection environment for accommodating the change
in the characteristics of attacks especially in MSN. Unsupervised learning or clustering
algorithms have been recently refocused on research areas [7]. The most important
advantage of using clustering to detect attacks is the ability to find new attacks that have
not been seen before. Clustering algorithms can group new data instances into coherent
groups which can be used to increase the performance of existing classifiers. Grouping
similar data together eases the task of labeling by experts.
SOM (Self-Organizing Map), one of the various clustering algorithms is a data
visualization technique invented by Professor Teuvo Kohonen which reduces the
dimensions of data through the use of self-organized neural networks. The way of SOM
to reduce dimensions is by producing a map of usually 1 or 2 dimensions that plot the
similarities of the data by grouping similar data items together [8].
Gonzales et al. compared the Neuro-Immune and SOM in terms of the classification
rates. They showed their classification rates are similar and very correct [7]. Jirapummin
et al. proposed the intrusion detection mechanism using SOM for clustering and RPROP
(Resilient Propagating Neural Network) for labeling [9]. However, RPROP cannot
accommodate a new untrained attack and its performance depends on the number of
neurons in the map.
In this paper, we propose a real-time intrusion and anomaly detection system using
SOM and our labeling method for reliable MSN. Our system labels the map produced by
SOM using correlations between features. It classifies neurons as normal or attacks. In
the case of attack neurons, it classifies them according to the types of attacks again.
When a malicious behavior is caught, our system detects the type of the intrusion or a
new untrained attack.
We describe our experimental data set in section 2, our intrusion detection system in
section 3 and our experimental results in section 4. In section 5, we describe the MSN
architecture where we can apply proposed data classification technique. Finally, the
conclusion and future work are described in section 6.
2. The Experimental Data Set
We use a part of DARPA 1998 Intrusion Detection Evaluation data set used in the 3rd
International Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Tools Competition in 1999(KDD
Cup 1999) [10] for our experiment because there is no MSN data set available so far. We
think that if the amount of MSN data is sufficient, our mechanism will work well under
the MSN environment. It is TCPdump data generated over nine weeks of simulated
network traffic in a hypothetical military local area network. It includes some 7 million
TCP connection records.
DARPA 1998 Intrusion Detection Evaluation data set consists of the labeled training
data with about 5 million connections (KDD-TND) and the test data with 2 million
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connections (KDD-TD). The labels filtered during the unsupervised training are used to
aid the interpretation and the test of the trained SOM. Each connection is detailed in
terms of 41 features, categorized as follows: Basic TCP features, Content features, and
Time- and Host-based Traffic features. Kayacik et al. used only the Basic features as an
experimental data [11]. However, we employed the 9 Basic features (No.1 ~ 9 of Table 1)
and 19 (Time and Host-based) Traffic features (No.10 ~ 28 of Table 1) since we
estimated that results using Basic and Traffic features is better than those of Basic
features and those of Traffic features through our simple experiments.
Table 1. Basic and Traffic Features
No.

Feature

1

duration

2

protocol

3

service

4

flag

5

src_byte

6

dst_byte

7

land

8
9

wrong_fragment
urgent

10

count

11

srv_count

12

serror_rate

13

srv_serror_rate

14

rerror_rate

15

srv_rerror_rate

16
17
18

same_srv_rate
diff_srv_rate
srv_diff_host_rate

19

dst_host_count

20

dst_host_srv_count

21

dst_host_same_srv_rate

22

dst_host_diff_srv_rate

Description
length (number of seconds) of the
connection
type of the protocol, e.g. tcp, udp, etc.
network service on the destination,
e.g., http, telnet, etc.
normal or error status of the
connection
number of data bytes from source to
destination
number of data bytes from destination
to source
1 if connection is from/to the same
host/port; 0 otherwise
number of ``wrong'' fragments
number of urgent packets
number of connections to the same
host as the current connection in the
past two seconds
number of connections to the same
service as the current connection in
the past two seconds
% of connections that have ``SYN''
errors
% of connections that have ``SYN''
errors
% of connections that have ``REJ''
errors
% of connections that have ``REJ''
errors
% of connections to the same service
% of connections to different services
% of connections to different hosts
number of connections to the
destination host as the current
connection in the past two seconds
number of connections to the
destination service as the current
connection in the past two seconds
% of connections to the same
service at destination host
% of connections to the different
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service at destination host
% of connections to the same source
23 dst_host_same_src_port_rate
ports at destination host
% of connections to the different host
24 dst_host_srv_diff_host_rate
at destination host
% of connections that have ``SYN''
25
dst_host_serror_rate
errors at destination host
% of connections that have ``SYN''
26 dst_host_srv_serror_rate
errors at destination host
% of connections that have ``REJ''
27
dst_host_rerror_rate
errors at destination host
% of connections that have ``REJ''
28 dst_host_srv_rerror_rate
errors at destination host

We also consider the 10 types of attacks. There are DoS attack such as Back, Neptune,
Pod, Smurf and Teardrop and probing attack such as Ipsweep, Nmap, Portsweep and
Satan.

3. The SOM-based intrusion detection mechanism
Figure 1 show our system with three steps as follows: Training, Labeling and Detection
& Training. Training means creating the map based on the preprocessed and normalized
data using SOM. Labeling means classifying clusters from the trained map based on the
traffic feature correlations. Finally, Detection & Training means the real-time intrusion
detection and the continuous training to adapt our system to new data.

Figure 1. The SOM-based Intrusion Detection Mechanism
Training
The accurate training requires the modification of data because the values of traffic
features have the various ranges. Our mechanism has the preprocessing stage and the
normalization stage before training.
Preprocessing
It transforms the TCPdump data into the numeric data because SOM resolves only
numerical data but the TCPdump data has some features whose data types are not
numeric. A transform example shows in Table 2.
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Table 2. Transformation of the ‘Protocol’ Field Data
Protocol
Numeric
ICMP
1
TCP
6
UDP
17
Normalization
SOM makes the maps for each feature respectively and then construct the U-matrix
(unified matrix) based on the all feature maps. Every feature in Table 1 has such various
ranges that the values of the feature src_byte are in the range between 0 and 2194619, the
feature duration’s values are in the range between 0 and 42448 and some feature’s values
are in the range between 0 and 1. Some wide range features such as src_byte and
duration affect the U-matrix construction much more than any other features. Thus
normalization is needed to make U-matrix reflecting all features fairly.
Our normalization makes the minimum values of every feature 0 and their maximum
values 1. All the normalized values of each feature are in the range of 0 and 1(0≤ Ni(x)
≤1). The normalization equation used in this paper is as follows:
Ni(x)=(i(x)-Vmin(x))/(Vmax(x)-Vmin(x)),
where x means one of 28 features, i(x) is the original data value of the feature x (Vmin(x) ≤
i(x) ≤ Vmax(x)), Vmin(x) is the minimum value of the feature x and Vmax(x) is the maximum
value of the feature x.
Training
SOM is not only the clustering model using the neural network method but also the
unsupervised learning model. Figure 2 shows the difference of the supervised learning
and the unsupervised learning. The unsupervised learning in (b) of Figure 2 automatically
categorizes the varieties of input presented during training and can then express how sell
new inputs fit the patterns it has discerned while the supervised learning in (a) of Figure 2
has determined what output he desires for each of many possible input values.

Figure 2. Supervised Learning vs. Unsupervised Learning
The 5-step algorithm of SOM [12][13][14] is described in Figure 3 and can build the Umatrix for KDD-TND in Figure 4. The U-matrix has 42 X 27 neurons and the lighter
color neurons mean the borders dividing clusters.
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Figure 3. SOM Algorithm to Construct Maps
Labeling
It is difficult deciding which SOM cluster is normal or abnormal and which attacks the
abnormal input is because feature maps and U-matrix give no information about input
data (refer Figure 4). To solve this problem, correlations between features on each attack
are analyzed. Pearson correlation coefficient equation used to analyze them is as follows
[15]:

Figure 4. U-matrix and 28 Feature Maps
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where
and (xi, yi) 
Table 3 shows the correlation results between features on each attack. For instance, the
attack Pod has the 3 feature-pair correlations such as (21+23) and {3-(5+8)}. (21+23)
means the positive correlation between feature no. 21(the percentage of connections to
the same service at destination host) and 23(the percentage of connections to the same
source ports at destination host). {3-(5+8)} means the minus correlations between feature
no. 3(the network service types on the destination) and 5(the number of data bytes from
source to destination) and between 3 and 8(the number of ''wrong'' fragments) and the
positive correlation between 5 and 8. Figure 5 shows U-matrix and Feature Maps only for
the attack Pod where the color distribution and shape of the circled feature map for the
feature no. 5 are very similar to those of 8 but are opposed to those of 3 and the maps for
feature no. 21 and 23 are much alike in the color distribution and shape.

Figure 1.
Figure 3.
Figure 5.
Figure 7.
Figure 9.
Figure 11.
Figure 13.
Figure 15.
Figure 17.
Figure 19.

Table 3. Correlations between features on each Attack
Figure 2.
=(10+11)∩(12+13)∩(14+15)∩(16Normal
17)∩(20+21)
Neptune Figure 4.
=(11+16)
Smurf Figure 6.
=(10+11)∩(19+20)∩{(21+23)-22}
Teardrop Figure 8.
=(20+21+23)
Back Figure 10.
=(12+13)∩(25+26)∩(27+28)
Pod Figure 12.
=(21+23)∩{3-(5+8)}
Ipsweep Figure 14.
=(3+19+22)-(21+23)
Nmap Figure 16.
={(4+12+13+26)-21}
Portsweep Figure 18.
=(22+23+27)∩(15+28)
Satan Figure 20.
=(10+22)∩(14-23)∩(15+28)
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Figure 5. U-matrix and Feature Maps for Pod attack
Figure 6 shows results analyzing which cluster in U-matrix is abnormal or normal
through the correlation results between features on each attack in Table 3. For instance,
the most left and center cluster means the attack Pod. The largest part not circled means
normal clusters [2].
ipsweep
back

smurf

pod

teardrop
portsweep

nmap

neptune

satan

Figure 6. Correlation results between features on each attack in Table 3
Detection and Training
Real time intrusion detection is achieved by finding BMU (the best matching unit) with
the smallest Euclidean Distance measured between input data and the map unit. The
process of finding BMU is the process in the stage 3 of Figure 3. If BMU is a cluster in
the normal cluster set, the input is normal. Otherwise, it is abnormal. Our detection
process is described in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Intrusion Detection Algorithm using Euclidean Distance
After the detection process, weights of BMU and its neighbors are updated based on the
equation as follows:
wi(n+1) = wi(n)+hci(n)[x(n)-wi(n)]
This computation is the process in the stage 4 of Figure 3. U-matrix becomes updated as
time goes.
Figure 8 shows the process of our intrusion detection mechanism. ○ ,1 in Figure 8
means the training step, ○ ,2 in Figure 8 means the labeling step and ○ ,3 in Figure 8
means the real-time detection and training.

Figure 8. Process of Our Intrusion Detection System

4. Experimental Results
As described chapter 2, we use two subsets of KDD Cup 1999 data for training
(KDD_TND) and test(KDD_TD). We consider Back, Neptune, Pod, Smurf, teardrop,
Ipsweep, Nmap, Portsweep and Satan as attacks. 70% of KDD_TND is used for training
and 30% of KDD-TND and KDD-TD are used for test of anomaly detection and misuse
detection. Misuse detection trains the data including normal and all considering attacks
and catches intrusions in terms of the characteristics of known attacks. We train the
mixture of normal and attacks and build and label the U-matrix to evaluate the
performance of misuse detection in our system. Then we collect the results of BMU for
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test data in our system. Table 4 shows the misclassification rates in terms of the misuse
detection. Since the misclassification means that our system selects the wrong BMU, the
lower rate is the better. The rate of 30% KDD_TND is lightly lower than that of
KDD_TD because 30% of KDD_TND is familiar with 70% of KDD_TND and U-matrix
is more adjustable to the characteristics of 30% of KDD_TND. If our system collects and
train the data at the network installed, the result is similar to that of 30% of KDD_TND.
Table 4. Misuse Detection
Data
Misclassification rate
30% of KDD_TND
0.03
KDD_TD
0.05
Anomaly detection catches intrusions of the new attack not trained. Our system is trained
for 70% of KDD_TND without only one attack among 9 attacks. In the case of the
anomaly detection for the attack Back, our system is trained for the mixture of normal
and attacks without Back and test whether our system decide that attack Back is
abnormal. Table 5 shows the misclassification rates of 9 attacks respectively for 30%
KDD_TND and those rates for KDD_TD. Since the anomaly detection of the attack Back
is perfect, its characteristics are clear while those of the attack Smurf are a little dim.
Table 5. Anomaly Detection
Data
Misclassification
rate
30% of KDD_TND

KDD_TD

Back

0.000

Neptune

0.050

Pod

0.054

Smurf

0.092

Teardrop

0.045

Ipsweep

0.057

Nmap

0.035

Portsweep

0.058

Satan

0.049

Back

0.002

Neptune

0.068

Pod

0.059

Smurf

0.099

Teardrop

0.071

Ipsweep

0.067

Nmap

0.049

Portsweep

0.069

Satan

0.058
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The detection time means the average time taken to decide whether the given input is
normal or abnormal after training. The detection time is 0.5 seconds in our whole
experiments, which means our system can be called the real-time intrusions detection
system.

5. Application to Medical Sensor Network
In MSN, a mobile patient can communicate with hospital data center and/or physician
through wireless networks (e.g., cellular and sensor networks). And during the
communication, a large amount of data should be delivered through the intermediate
sensor nodes. As mentioned previously, medical sensor data is very important because it
is the data about patients’ health. When any kind of attack exists, it should be detected
quickly and correctly. Otherwise, MSN will be collapsed.
Figure 9 shows the general architecture of MSN. Among the processes, Data Relay by
Sensor nodes can be influenced by various attacks. Because of the basic characteristics of
MSN it is not easy to supervise the nodes if they operate properly or not. Especially, in
sensor network, nodes can be added or removed randomly. In this environment, proposed
attack classification through unsupervised learning data mining mechanisms is proper to
apply. When some attacks are detected, we can replace the nodes under attack or take
proper measures to the nodes, and make the data communication reliable. We believe that
because MSN allows patients to do their daily activities while they are monitored
continuously anytime, anywhere, our proposed unsupervised learning mechanism for
attack detection mechanism is well applied.

Figure 9. Medical Sensor Network architecture

6. Conclusion
As network technologies have evolved and the number of Internet users increase rapidly,
security and detection techniques against attacks are required very urgently. For Medical
Sensor Network, security and attack detection are much more important. Since these
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attacks are diffused increasingly using worm virus and the intellectual attack tool, their
damage will be getting more serious. Therefore, it is important to detect those attacks as
soon as possible. In MSN application, small, lightweight wireless medical sensors are
attached to patients and deployed in large area between the patients and Health Care
Center. And in these areas, the communication is especially vulnerable to various attacks.
So we proposed attack detection mechanism applying data mining techniques.
We used KDD Cup 1999 Data for training and testing and used SOM, one of
unsupervised learning data mining mechanisms for our proposed intrusion detection
mechanism. It consists of 3 steps. U-matrix clustering traffics with similar characteristics
is built through the initial learning process. Next, we labeled U-matrix for determining
whether a cluster is normal or abnormal using correlations between features. Finally, our
system decided whether an input matched attack clusters or not and learned it
continuously. Our system yielded the reasonable misclassification rates through several
experiments.
We got the characteristics of each attack whose unclassifiable features look to have
no relations among themselves. Our feature correlation results can be used in other
intrusion detection systems using other technologies even if a new attack happens
because our correlation information is adjusted as time grows. We will analyze attacks
with unclear characteristics such as Smurf, extract important features to reduce the
process overhead and then make our system more accurate. We believe that our proposal
can be used to detect various attacks in Medical Sensor Network and make the sensor
communication reliable.
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